Lateral inhibition is the ubiquitous strategy used by visual neurons for spatial resolution throughout the animal-kingdom. It has been a puzzle whether lateral inputs in retinal bipolar cells are mediated by the horizontal cell (HCcone feedback synapse, by the HC-bipolar cell feedforward synapse, or by both. By blocking the central inputs of the depolarizing bipolar cells (DBCs) with L-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate, we were able to eliminate the contribution of the feedback synapse and to demonstrate the postsynaptic light response in DBCs mediated by the HC-DBC feedforward synapse. The HC-DBC feedforward synapse contributes roughly one-third of the surround response whereas the HCcone-DBC feedback synapse probably contributes the rest.
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Center-surround antagonistic receptive field organization is the basic alphabet for encoding spatial information in the visual system (1-3). Retinal bipolar cells are the first neurons along the visual pathway that exhibit the center-surround antagonistic receptive fields (4, 5) . The center inputs of bipolar cells are mediated by photoreceptors that make synaptic contacts with bipolar cell dendrites, and the surround inputs are mediated by lateral interneurons, the horizontal cells (HCs), and perhaps amacrine cells (ACs) (6) (7) (8) . It is not clear, however, whether the HC input to bipolar cells is mediated by the HC-cone-bipolar cell feedback pathway or by the HC-bipolar cell feedforward pathway (9, 10) .
A major difficulty in studying the lateral synaptic inputs in bipolar cells is that the surround light responses are often obscured by the antagonistic responses elicited by light falling into the receptive field centers (11, 12) . Even when light annulus is used, substantial light may still scatter into the center. An alternative method of activating the lateral synapses is to inject currents into HCs or ACs (14) (15) (16) . This has been difficult for most retinal preparations because of the complex cable properties of the HC and AC networks (17, 18) . For the few species where current-elicited HC inputs in bipolar cells are observed, it is impossible to determine whether the inputs are mediated by the feedback (HC-conebipolar) or the feedforward (HC-bipolar) pathway (14) (15) (16) .
The approach of this study is to isolate the depolarizingbipolar-cell (DBC) response mediated by the feedforward synapse from that mediated by the feedback synapse. Lateral synaptic inputs in DBCs are studied by selectively blocking the DBC central inputs (photoreceptor-DBC synapses) [with L-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate (L-AP4)] (19) . This method has two advantages: (i) it allows measurements of the light responses mediated by lateral synapses without the influence ofthe antagonistic central inputs, even when light is delivered to the whole retina, and (ii) it avoids the HC-cone-bipolar feedback pathway and gives light responses in DBCs that are mediated by the HC-DBC (feedforward) and/or AC-DBC synapses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation. Flat-mounted superfused isolated retinas of the larval tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum) were used in this study, and the detailed description of this preparation has been given (20, 21 (Fig. 1, trace AC) , which is unlikely to mediate the sustained hyperpolarizing response during the light step in DBC. In the tiger salamander, no nondecaying sustained ACs whose response waveform resembles that ofthe DBC response after L-AP4 have been reported (25) . In all vertebrate species where nondecaying sustained ACs are found, DBCs receive synaptic inputs only from the sustained on-ACs whose light responses are suppressed by L-AP4 (26, 27) . Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the sustained hyperpolarizing response in DBC after L-AP4 application is mediated by the HCs.
Based on this conclusion, the input-output relation of the HC-DBC feedforward synapse can be obtained by plotting the voltages of the pre-(HC) and post-(DBC) synaptic responses to whole-field illumination after L-AP4 application. Fig. 2A shows the voltage responses of a DBC-and a HC to four light steps of increasing intensities in the presence of 20 ,uM L-AP4. The DBC response to the dim light step (-4.84) was normalized with respect to the HC light response and the two responses overlapped very well. As the light intensity became brighter (-3 .87, -2.99, and -2.01), the amplitude of the HC response increased much more than the DBC response, indicative of a decreasing voltage gain (AVDBC/ A&VHC, when all HCs presynaptic to the DBC were uniformly polarized) of the HC-DBC synapse as the HCs were hyperpolarized.
The DBC response lagged the HC response for about 20 ms in the rising phase, presumably due to synaptic delay. The off-responses of DBC to bright light steps, however, deviated significantly from the HC response (*, Fig. 2A ). This deviation is probably caused by voltage-dependent transient currents in DBC triggered by fast depolarizations at the offset of bright light stimuli (28, 29) 
DISCUSSION
We have shown in this report that DBCs in the tiger salamander retina receive lateral inputs from HCs through the HC-DBC feedforward synapse. This is demonstrated by the sustained hyperpolarizing responses in DBCs after L-AP4 application, which blocks the photoreceptor-DBC and the HC-cone-DBC feedback synapses. Under physiological conditions (without L-AP4), the maximum surround response in DBCs mediated by both the feedback and feedforward synapses is typically 10-15 mV (11, 12) . The maximum feedforward response in the presence of L-AP4 is only about 3.5 mV (Fig. 2) , which accounts for 23-35% of the total surround response. This percentage of feedforward synaptic contribution, however, must be regarded as a rough estimate, because the voltage dependence of the surround response and the effect of light scattering on the surround response measurement without L-AP4 have not been quantitatively characterized. The rest of the surround response (65-77%, 7-12 mV) is probably mediated by the HC-cone-DBC feedback synapses. This is consistent with the findings that the maximum surround response in cones mediated by the HCcone feedback synapse is 4-5 mV (11, 12, 30) and that the voltage gain of the cone-DBC synapse is around 2-3 (S.M.W., unpublished data). The product of the feedback signal in cones and the gain ofthe cone-DBC synapse is close to 8-15 mV.
Although DBCs described in this report receive lateral inputs primarily from the HC-DBC feedforward synapse in the presence of L-AP4, we cannot, however, rule out the possibility that ACs send synaptic inputs to DBCs, as suggested by anatomical evidence (6-8). We did not observe AC inputs in DBCs (which should be transient off-responses after L-AP4 application) probably because of the voltage attenuation between the DBC soma (where recordings were made) and the axon terminals (where AC synapses are located) (6) (7) (8) . It is possible that the hyperpolarizing response in DBC during L-AP4 application is mediated by some non-L-AP4 sign-preserving glutamate receptors in the photoreceptor-DBC synapses. We think this is unlikely, because none ofthe known glutamate receptor agonists (e.g., kainate and quisqualate) has been shown to induce membrane effects opposite to L-AP4 in DBCs (31, 32) .
The input-output relation of the HC-DBC feedforward synapse shown in Fig. 2B is nonlinear with a voltage gain that decreases progressively as the DBC is more hyperpolarized. This nonlinearity favors the antagonistic surround response when the DBC is depolarized by center illumination, a condition normally required for eliciting a large surround response in amphibian bipolar cells (4, 5, 11, 12) . Rectification ofthe HC-DBC input-output relation is probably caused by the voltage-dependence of transmitter release mechanisms in HCs (13) . The HC voltage range where the HC-DBC synapse is active (between -20 and -60 mV) is consistent with the HC voltage range for the HC-cone synaptic transmission in the same species (30) . Proc. Nad. Acad. Sci. USA 88 (1991) 
